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About Us
Great use of non woven and disposable fabrics for hygiene, personal care, healthcare and 

allied purposes has spurred their demand, which is promptly fulfilled at no other firm but 

Spunline Nonwoven Private Limited. Our company is leaving no scope in delighting 

customers which is why we are growing faster than other our business contemporaries in the 

industry. Having specialization in providing unique quality, we are gaining a large number of 

votes in the market. We are accustomed to high-tech manufacturing operations that enable 

us in bringing forth products in a huge quantity. This makes us strong enough in the industry 

to satiate customers large demands without failing. Our manufacturer based company 

maintains fabrics in detailed specifications for providing customers with options that are not 

easy to find. Our offerings are Disposable Surgical Gown Fabric, Medical Non Woven Fabric, 

PP Non Woven Fabric and few more to name. 

We assure customers about bringing forward fabrics that are worth using for their 

characteristics, some of which are, dimensional stability, supreme finish, high strength, 

superb performance and increased longevity. Owing to broad market reach, we are meeting 

surging demand for non woven and disposable fabrics in the required time-frame. 

Customers Support Since Formation
Our capability to present ourselves real, has made it easier for customers to believe in us. We 

leave no stone unturned in gaining customers and for that similar reason, we keep our 

operations far from any loophole. We have attracted so many customers in such a brief time 

mainly because of our untiring dedication towards customers. Our organization suggests 

feasible solutions in terms of fabrics for application specific usage. Our products are 

maintained in the best condition for avoiding delay when it comes to meeting heavy 

requirements of the marketplace. At our organization, we keep ourselves ever ready to meet 

special requirements for fabrics in a cost-saving manner.

Why Consider Us?
 Our company responds to market demands for disposable and non woven fabric items in a 

quick manner.

 We build strong rapport with our customers all over markets in order to maintain a different 

position in the competitive market.

 Our entity has advanced logistics support which is why our all orders are delivered in a 

timely manner.



Our Products

Non Woven Fabric Slipper Non Woven Fabric

Pillow Non Woven Fabric Colored Non Woven Fabric



White Non Woven Fabric Medical Non Woven Fabric

Mask Non Woven Fabric PP Non Woven Fabric
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Contact Us

 info@spunlinenonwovenindia.com 
Survey No. 43, Near Depaliya Bus Stop 
Rajkot-Jamnagar Highway, Ta-Paddhari, 
Rajkot - 360110, Gujarat, India
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